Freeze-etch visualization of the outer surface of myoblasts in culture.
The Pfenninger device is one of several types of specimen holders designed to permit freeze-fracture electron microscopy of cultured cells growing attached to solid substrates. It achieves this by directing a fracture plane horizontally through a monolayer of cells frozen with overlying medium (without need for prior disruption of cell attachments or relationships). The end result is a platinum-shadowed replica of the cell membrane hydrophobic interior. Here we describe the features seen when this traditional fracture step is followed by a lengthy etching step, making possible views of the cell membrane outer surface with a resolution 100 X better than that of fluorescence microscopy. Because of the technical difficulties involved, such views have in past been restricted to samples which may be handled in suspension, particularly blood cells and model membranes. Thus we have been able to examine extensive regions of the myoblast outer surface (the so-called etch face) at a magnification that permits visualization of details on the order of individual macromolecules. Prominent clumps of glycocalyx material occupying some 50% of the surface can be readily resolved as a closely spaced network of uniformly distributed 20- to 60-nm irregular granular patches. Receptors for wheat germ agglutinin were found to be associated almost exclusively with these surface prominences, so that bound lectin tended to exist in a uniform distribution of small clusters corresponding to the patches described above. When cells were not fixed until 15 min after lectin addition there was visibly more binding, but in a similar distribution. The details of cell surface architecture recorded here at a resolution of 2-4 nm are well below the limit of resolution of light microscopy and complement existing studies by fluorescence techniques. The presence of surface receptors in small patches reinforces the possibility that some literature observations of receptor interaction may be explained on the basis of direct receptor-receptor contact.